We present the calibration of the spectroscopic Lick/IDS standard line-index system for measurements obtained with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrographs known as GMOS-North and GMOSSouth. We provide linear correction functions for each of the 25 standard Lick line indices for the B600 grism and two instrumental setups, one with 0.5 ′′ slit width and 1×1 CCD pixel binning (corresponding to ∼ 2.5Å spectral resolution) and the other with 0.75 ′′ slit width and 2×2 binning (∼ 4Å). We find small and well-defined correction terms for the set of Balmer indices Hβ, Hγ A , and Hδ A along with the metallicity sensitive indices Fe5015, Fe5270, Fe5335, Fe5406, Mg 2 and Mgb that are widely used for stellar population diagnostics of distant stellar systems. We find other indices that sample molecular absorption bands, such as TiO 1 and TiO 2 , with very wide wavelength coverage or indices that sample very weak molecular and atomic absorption features, such as Mg 1 , as well as indices with particularly narrow passband definitions, such as Fe4384, Ca4455, Fe4531, Ca4227, and Fe5782, less robustly calibrated. These indices should be used with caution.
INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopic Lick index system was introduced by Burstein et al. (1984) in order to homogenize the study of low-resolution integrated-light spectra of elliptical galaxies and other extragalactic stellar systems. It is based on observations carried out with the Cassegrain image dissector scanner (IDS) spectrograph at the 3-m Shane telescope of the Lick Observatory and has been continuously updated and refined by several subsequent works (e.g. Worthey et al. 1994; Worthey & Ottaviani 1997; Trager et al. 1998 ). In its current form it defines 25 widely-used line indices for specific atomic and molecular absorption features in the optical wavelength range from ∼ 4040 to ∼ 6420Å. The precise definition of line index passbands allows a reproducible measurement and uniform interpretation of spectroscopic data, in particular of index combinations sensitive to luminosity-weighted stellar population age and various chemical abundances. Because the Lick system was initially devised to study the integrated-light spectra of massive early-type galaxies with high velocity dispersions (Burstein et al. 1984; Worthey 1994; Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) , the spectral indices are defined for low spectral resolution at about R 700 which is equivalent to a spectral resolution of 8−11Å in the optical, (see Fig. 7 in Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) . However, higher resolution index definitions which are formally more sensitive to the absorption feature of interest (e.g. Vazdekis et al. 2010 ) deliver lower signalto-noise with the same instrumental setup and exposure time. In general, spectral resolution and integration times have to be traded for any index system to yield the most efficient observing program and most robust index measurements depending on the target luminosity. That said, the great advantage of the Lick system is its comprehensive library of nearby-star stellar spectra covering a large parameter space in log g, T eff , and metallicity. This library is the foundation of many population synthesis models that use fitting functions computed from this library (Tripicco & Bell 1995) to model predictions of Lick index strengths as a function stellarpopulation age and chemical composition for simple and composite stellar populations (see e.g. Trager et al. 2000 ; Thomas et al. 2003 Thomas et al. , 2004 . One can then use such model predictions to derive ages and chemical makeups of distant stellar populations, such as galaxies (e.g. Thomas et al. 2005 ) and globular clusters (e.g. Puzia et al. 2005) , provided the observed spectra match the spectroscopic characteristics of the IDS Lick spectrograph in terms of wavelength coverage, spectroscopic resolution, and continuum flux calibration. Calibrating spectroscopic index measurements onto the Lick system is usually done by re-observing stars from the Lick standard star library with the same instrumental configuration that is being used for science observations (see e.g. Puzia et al. 2002) . The purpose of this work is to provide such Lick index calibrations for the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrographs at the Gemini North and Gemini South Observatory for the most commonly used B600 grating and spectrograph setups.
OBSERVATIONS
All spectroscopic observations were collected using both telescopes of the Gemini Observatory. The first campaign was conducted with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) on the 8. Table 1 for a log of all GMOS observations).
Sample Selection
The stars observed by us are so-called 'secondary Lick standards' that were used to derive the fitting functions in many population synthesis models (Worthey 1994; Faber et al. 1985; Trager et al. 1998) . Since most of these sample stars were observed only 1-3 times at Lick observatory (except for HD184406 and HD165760 which were observed 64 and 40 times, respectively) part of the scatter in the calibrations will be associated with the uncertainties in the Lick measurements themselves. Our star sample is a subset of the total Lick/IDS standard star list selected by H. Kuntschner for the SAURON integral field spectrograph project (Kuntschner et al. 2006) . The selection criteria are: 1) −10 o < Dec < 70 o ; 2) the star must be part of the Henry Draper (HD) Catalogue (see Nesterov et al. 1995 , and references therein); and 3) the star must not be classified as peculiar. There are 233 stars in this subset spread across all R.A. coordinates.The SAURON project observed 73 of these stars as part of its survey of the dynamics and stellar populations of nearby early-type galaxies. Our sub-sample summarized in Table 1 facilitates therefore a comparison and cross-calibration option between SAURON and GMOS, and previous results from other instruments.
Spectrograph Configuration
At the time of our observations the twin GMOS instruments provided a wavelength coverage within 3600−9400 A in long-slit and multi-slit mode over a 5.5 ′ ×5.5 ′ field of view. The instruments are equipped with three EEV CCDs with 2.8 ′′ gaps between the detector chips. Since the gaps run perpendicular to the dispersion direction, we took dithered sub-integrations with two different grating blaze angles (at λ = 508 and 510 nm) to cover the entire wavelength range. All standard star observations were performed in long-slit mode with the B600 grating with a wavelength coverage from 3800 − 6500Å with a resolution of R ≈ 1500. The "central spectrum" region of interest on the CCD detector was used to place the standard star along the spatial axis of the slit and to reduce the size of the corresponding files.
For the GMOS-N observations we used two instrumental setups with different detector chip binning factors and slit widths. In the following we refer to setting A as the configuration with 2 × 2 detector binning and 0.75 ′′ slit width (6 stars with 13 individual observations) and to setting B with 1 × 1 binning and 0.5 ′′ slit width (11 stars with 35 individual observations). Most of the GMOS-N observations were conducted using the standard procedure of centering the target in the slit, however for GN-2003A-Q-75 the observations were unguided and the telescope was nodded such that the light from the stars moved across the narrow dimension of the slit aperture (perpendicular to the spatial axis and parallel to the dispersion axis). With this technique the light from the star fills the slit and the spectral resolution depends only on the slit width. The detectors were the original E2V devices . All observations at GMOS-S were conducted with the B setting (14 stars with 28 individual exposures). The detectors were E2V devices EEV 2037-06-03, EEV 8194-19-04, and EEV 8261-07-04. All the GMOS-S observations were carried out with the nodding method described above.
DATA REDUCTION
The data were reduced using common procedures for long-slit data. The Gemini GMOS IRAF package was used for most reduction steps. These scripts are mostly wrappers for standard IRAF 4 tasks that handle the Gemini Multi-Extension FITS (MEF) data format. Differences from standard Gemini procedures are noted below.
Bias Subtraction and Flat Fielding
Bias subtraction was performed using average bias frames (0 second exposure time) taken the closest in time to a given Lick dataset. It proved best to subtract the overscan from the average biases and the science data as the bias level drifts slowly with time. Care must be taken to use only the area of overscan that is farthest from the detector area so that the overscan is free from any contamination. This helps reducing artificial "jumps" in the spectra due to bias subtraction.
Flat field frames were created from quartz halogen lamp spectra taken before or after the Lick star exposures. The quartz lamp signature was removed using a wrapper script for the IRAF response task. Since the effective slit length was shortened by using the "central spectrum" region of interest, twilight flats were not used to apply an illumination correction. Wavelength calibration was done by fitting 4 th -order Chebyshev polynomials to the positions of lines identified in CuAr arc lamp spectra, taken close in time of the stellar observations. The rms of the wavelength solutions was typically 0.2Å. The wavelength solutions were measured on the 2D spectra using the IRAF tasks autoidentify and reidentify and applied to the Lick standard star observations using the task transform.
Wavelength Calibration
3.3. Scattered Light Subtraction GMOS data suffer from scattered light, especially for central wavelengths shorter than 5200Å. After the spectra were wavelength calibrated the IRAF task apscatter was used to fit the diffuse background light in each frame. Particular care was taken to fit and subtract the background light and not the light from the wings of the PSF. Fit orders of 11 in X and 7 in Y gave good results. This step significantly improved the results for several of the stars, especially those of earlier spectral types. We point out that since the scattered-light component is a smoothly varying function of detector position that changes on spatial scales much larger than the individual absorption features measured by a Lick index, the contribution to the total Lick index uncertainty associated with this subtraction is negligible compared to variations in the sky subtraction.
Quantum Efficiency Corrections
The three CCDs in each GMOS detector array were chosen to have similar quantum efficiency (QE) characteristics but there are still differences of a few percent that depend on wavelength. A method was developed to measure the relative QE curves of CCDs 1 and 3 relative to CCD 2. A correction to the QE differences as a function of wavelength can then be applied. This can further reduce or remove intensity jumps at the chip boundaries. This correction step is now being implemented in the Gemini GMOS IRAF package.
Parallactic Angle Slit-Loss Corrections
The GMOS instruments do not have atmospheric dispersion correctors (ADCs) so unless a slit is placed along the parallactic angle at the time of the observation there will be wavelength-dependent slit losses (Filippenko 1982 ). An IDL procedure was developed to calculate the slit losses based on the difference between the position angle (PA) of an observation and the parallactic angle and a correction applied to the spectra. While this does not restore the lost flux it is important for making the continuum shapes from different observations similar enough that these spectra can be successfully averaged.
3.6. Flux Calibration Relative flux calibrations were performed with observations of flux standard stars and analyzed with the IRAF tasks standard and sensfunc (via the Gemini task gsstandard). The GMOS-N data were calibrated using observations of EG131 taken in June 2002. The mean atmospheric extinction curve for Mauna Kea from the Gemini IRAF package was used. The GMOS-S data were calibrated using an observation of LTT 9239 from November 2003. The atmospheric extinction curve for Cerro Paranal obtained from the ESO web site was used for the GMOS-S data.
Each flux-calibrated spectrum was compared by eye with reference spectra of similar spectral type from the MILES library (Vazdekis et al. 2010 ) and duplicate observations of the same stars obtained with VLT/FORS (Puzia et al. 2005) . We define the final sample of highquality GMOS Lick standard-star spectra as those spectra for which we find flux discrepancies smaller than 20% between their final flux calibration and the reference spectra mentioned above. The final sample spectra can be downloaded from the GMOS calibration web page http://www.gemini.edu/node/10697.
Radial Velocity Measurements
To derive the rest-frame radial velocity of each Lick standard star we use the spectroscopic stellar library, STELIB 5 which consists of a homogeneous set of stellar spectra with various spectral types, luminosity classes, and metallicities in the wavelength range 3200-9500Å, with a spectral resolution of ∼ 3Å (see Le Borgne et al. 2003) . The overall absolute photometric uncertainty of this library is 3% and it provides an excellent reference frame in terms of spectral type and spectral resolution, matching the properties of our GMOS spectra and allowing us to derive accurate radial velocity measurements while testing the influence of spectral mismatch.
We use the fxcor package in the IRAF environment (Tody 1993 ) to derive radial velocities over the full wavelength coverage of our Lick standard spectra. We filter both object and template star spectra with a Welch filter 6 and fit the cross-correlation function peak with a Gaussian. Recorded radial velocities are the corresponding values at the peak of the cross-correlation function.
Mismatch in spectral type between object and template spectrum translates in increased radial velocity errors and we determine the impact of this systematic uncertainty in the following analysis. For the full sample of Lick standard star spectra we compute the radial velocity mean and dispersion for each star using the entire STELIB library and reject clear outliers in radial velocity space using Chauvenet criteria 7 . The typical dispersion before the rejection of outliers is then 10−20 km/s which 5 Spectra are available at http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/stelib. 6 After extensive experimentation with the available Fourier filtering functions within fxcor we converged on the Welch filter with the following parameters: cuton=20, cutoff=1000, fullon=30, and fulloff=800.
7 Based on the mean and standard deviation of n data points, a and is a linear combination of statistical and template mismatch error. Reducing the sample of template stars to only those within two spectral types of the Lick standard spectral type, we find that the dispersion decreases significantly below 10 km/s. The resulting error of the mean radial velocity is in all cases 1 km/s. We conclude that selecting template stars with similar spectral types as the Lick standard stars is critical for radial velocity measurements with the cross-correlation technique and for a robust interpretation of the results at the instrumental resolutions probed by this study (see Sect. 2).
ANALYSIS

Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution of our GMOS-N observations for the two instrument configurations was determined using the FWHM of wavelength-calibration lamp emission lines and found to be very well approximated by polynomial functions for the instrument setup A (2 × 2-0.75 ′′ ) and setup B (1×1-0.5 ′′ ):
where FWHM i (λ) is for the i-th setup. λ is in units ofÅ. Table 2 summarizes the coefficients and quantifies the fit quality for all instrumental setups. Note that for instrument setup B the spectral resolutions of GMOS-N and GMOS-S are relatively similar and that all three GMOS configurations are significantly smaller than the nominal spectral resolution of the Lick index systems (Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) . The spectral resolutions of the various GMOS configurations and the Lick/IDS resolution are shown in Figure 1 . These analytic functions serve as baseline to broaden the GMOS spectra to the Lick/IDS spectral resolution before applying the index measuring routines. The smoothing of our sample spectra is performed with a wavelength-dependent Gaussian kernel with
where FWHM i describes the spectral resolution of the corresponding instrument setup.
4.2.
Lick Index Measurements A crucial part of measuring the strength of spectroscopic absorption or emission features is the accurate definition of the adjacent continuum. The Lick system bypasses this complication by defining a pseudo-continuum measurement can be discarded as an outlier if its normal distribution probability is less than (2n) −1 (see e.g. Peirce 1852). around strong absorption features of interest, as illustrated in Figure 2 . To determine the continuum level inside the feature passband a linear interpolation of the mean fluxes in two satellite passbands is performed which defines the pseudo-continuum flux F c . The feature and pseudo-continuum passband definitions are summarized in Table A1 .
The flux ratio in the feature passband between the absorption line F l and the pseudo-continuum F c is then used to define the line index
in units ofÅ, where λ min and λ max define the blue and red boundaries of the feature passband, respectively (see Figure 2). Note that if F c were the true continuum, I a would closely resemble an equivalent width. The subscript "a" indicates that the line index definition in Equation 1 is used for narrow atomic absorption features which are calculated inÅngstrøm. For molecular absorption features the line index is defined as
in units of magnitudes 8 , where ∆ λ = λ max − λ min . The transformation between theÅngstrøm and magnitude scale can be performed with the following two equations
The Lick line index strengths for our sample stars, as defined by Equations 1 and 2 together with the passband definitions summarized in Table A1 , were measured 8 One exception is the G4300 index which is traditionally measured inÅ, although the strength of the dominant feature is driven by the CH molecule abundance.
with the GONZO code that is described in detail in Puzia et al. (2002 Puzia et al. ( , 2005 . The GMOS science and variance spectra are used to generate the uncertainty of the Lick index measurements via Monte Carlo simulations. The indices are re-measured on the Poisson noise-altered spectra. From the distribution of index values the 1-σ standard deviation defines the total Lick index uncertainty. Note that instead of transforming the spectrum to the restframe the code shifts the index passbands to the observed redshift to avoid pixel noise correlation effects for narrowly defined indices.
Lick Index-System Calibration
Using the full dataset we determine the mean index correction terms to the Lick system for each instrument setup and calculate the corresponding r.m.s. For each index, outliers are rejected using Chauvenet criteria as described above. From the selected data we derive the mean correction in the sense
(see dashed lines in Figures 3, 4 and 5), the error of the mean correction, ∆δ, and the dispersion, σ(δ). The numerical values of these parameters are summarized in columns two to four of Tables A2, A3 and A4. We also fit linear relations of the form
to the selected data (dotted lines in Figures 3, 4 and 5) and determine the uncertainties, ∆a and ∆b, as well as the root mean square and the range over which the fit is valid. All parameter values are tabulated in columns five to eleven of Tables A2, A3 , and A4. Note that our Lick standard-star sample covers a large dynamic range in each index allowing for a robust correction as a function of index strength. Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the comparison between Lick index system and our measurements for the three instrument configurations. The plots show the overall quality of the Lick index calibration for the three spectroscopic settings. We point out that although the sampling range of each index varies from epoch to epoch the overall fit quality is not driven by any particular sub-sample. In particular, the most important Lick indices that are typically used in stellar population analyses (marked by bold panels in Figures 3, 4 and 5) show very consistent calibrations. The previous Lick index calibrations are strictly valid only for stellar systems with zero line of sight velocity dispersion (LOSVD). If objects such as massive galaxies are observed with complex LOSVD distribution functions, higher-order correction terms for the LOSVD broadening of the indices is required. Such correction terms are provided in Kuntschner (2004) . However, for stellar systems with low LOSVD (i.e. σ < 50 km/s) such as globular clusters and dwarf galaxies these corrections are less than 1% and can be safely neglected.
SUMMARY
We provide Lick index calibration functions for the GMOS-N and GMOS-S spectrograph using two instrumental configurations, namely with 2 × 2 binning and 0.75 ′′ slit width (setup A) and with 1 × 1 binning and 0.5 ′′ slit width (setup B). The quality of the linear correction terms shows that widely-used Lick indices such as Table A1 . Green and yellow shaded regions mark the continuum and feature passbands, respectively. Satellite absorption lines as well as molecular bands are indicated (Reader & Corliss 1981; Pearse & Gaydon 1976) together with the spectrum of the Milky Way globular cluster NGC 6284, taken from Puzia et al. (2002) .
the Balmer indices Hβ, Hγ A , and Hδ A along with metallicity sensitive indices Fe5015, Fe5270, Fe5335, Fe5406, Mg 2 and Mgb can be robustly calibrated and thus used to derive stellar population parameters by comparison with predictions of stellar population synthesis models that use the exact same Lick index definitions. Indices which sample many weak features or molecular absorption bands, such as Mg 1 , TiO 1 and TiO 2 , with very wide wavelength coverage or indices with particularly narrow passband definitions, such as Fe4384, Ca4455, Fe4531, Ca4227, and Fe5782, are less robustly calibrated and should be used with caution.
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